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how literary and religious traffic between bengal and britain in the late 18th and early 19th centuries impelled a complex and contested cosmopolitan
imperial culture from little london to little bengal traces the traffic in culture between britain and india during the romantic period to some calcutta
appeared to be a little london while in london itself an indianized community of returned expatriates was emerging as little bengal circling between the
two this study reads british and indian literary religious and historical sources alongside newspapers panoramas religious festivals idols and museum
exhibitions together and apart britons and bengalis waged a transcultural agon under the dynamic conditions of early nineteenth century imperialism
struggling to claim cosmopolitan perspectives and in the process to define modernity daniel e white shows how an ambivalent protestant contact with
hindu devotion shaped understandings of the imperial mission for britons and indians during the period investigating global metaphors of circulation
and mobility communication and exchange commerce and conquest he follows the movements of people ideas books art and artifacts initiated by
writers publishers educators missionaries travelers and reformers along the way he places luminaries like romantic poet robert southey and hindu
reformer rammohun roy in dialogue with a fascinating array of lesser known figures from the baptist missionaries of serampore and the radical english
journalist james silk buckingham to the mixed race prodigy henry louis vivian derozio in concert and in conflict these cultural emissaries and activists
articulated national and cosmopolitan perspectives that were more than reactions on the part of marginal groups to the metropolitan center of power
and culture the british empire in india involved recursive transactions between the global east and west channeling cultural political and religious
formations that were simultaneously distinct and shared local national and transnational newly separated from her husband gemima box moves to a
tumbledown cottage in the village of little london determined to build a new life in the countryside gemima soon finds that rural life is very different to
city living broke and without a job gemima s dreams and her new home both look close to collapse then she meets local celebrity architect jonathan
stone funny and romantic bunny rockett s a little london life is the first in a series of little london stories that follow gemima box and her friends and
neighbours pearl rises from poverty to become a multimillionaire in washington dc real estate at the same time earning her mfa from the american
university in acknowledgements for her first book published in 2006 little back room pearl thanks her second husband for his support she accepted the
burden of his alcoholism but one day she discovers he and others conspired to alter official documents to steal her company wealth and identity a pearl
from the house on queen street serves as a metaphor for life and is evocative of the author s journey from a dusty dry seaside town in jamaica to
america the land where dreams are made and everything is possible the book addresses a broad spectrum of themes and aspects of the literary
outputs of conrad james and ford and their attendant methodological approaches vigil though your wife ran away with a soldier that day and took with
her your trifle of money bless your heart they don t mind they re exceedingly kind they don t blame you as long as you re funny w s gilbert the family
fool roused by a report of peace hardly less deafening than the crash of war four and a half years earlier the winter garden of the majestic hummed like
a vast and airless beehive on the long sofas by the walls in deferential clusters round some slow voiced arm chair oracle and in wavering groups at one
moment distinct and at another herded together everybody who could find room between the crowded tables and the obtrusive palm tubs eagerly
volleyed question and answer contributing his pennyworth of gossip and retiring with his pound of rumour
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